
TEFILLAH REMINDERS
Thoughts to consider when reciting the Shemoneh Esrei
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You Hashem whose essence is kadosh - wholly separate unique and beyond our ken2. 
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and Your Name, the methods in which you interact with your creations, is kadosh.
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and those3 who bring kedusha4 into every aspect of their lives praise You at every

moment5.   

1. According to the Sefer Seder HaYom the first three berachos of Shemoneh Esrei correspond to the
three Avos. The first beracha parallels Avraham and his trait of chesed. The second beracha
corresponds to Yitzchok who personified the trait of gevurah, and this third beracha of Kedusha
corresponds to Yaakov who is referred to in Tanach as a kadosh (see Yeshaya 29:23).  Yaakov also
exemplified kedusha in his personal life as the Gemara (Yevamos 76a) says he never saw kerri until
his marriage.  According to Chazal (Shabbos 118) Yaakov is also identified with with the mitzvah of
Oneg Shabbos. The Nesivus Shalom (Parshas Vayeitzei) explains this according to the
understanding that kedusha does not mean abstinence from gashmius but rather to elevate and uplift
the mere gashmius.  Oneg Shabbos epitomizes this idea because we are utilizing food which
represents pure physicality to sanctify Shabbos. It is for this reason that Yaakov who personified
kedusha is associated with Oneg Shabbos.

2. The Torah (Vayikra 19:2) commands us “kedoshim tehyu”.  Rashi and Ramban on Chumash explain
this command as an obligation to separate ourselves from either forbidden unions or too much
physicality in general. However, in reference to Hashem it obviously doesn’t make sense to praise
Him for his His separation from sin or physicality.  Therefore when we refer to Hashem as kadosh in
this beracha, we actually mean that He is separate from us in the sense that we can’t fathom His
essence or even His modalities of interaction with us.

3. Some commentators explain the term kedoshim here as referring to the angels. However, the truth is
humans have the ability to create kedusha in our world just as the angels can on high, which is
explicitly stated in the beracha of Kedusha - Nekadesh es shimcha b’olam k’shaim shemakdishim
oscha b’shmai marom.

4. The Korban Aharon (Vayikra 19:2), in contrast to Rashi and Ramban, interprets the obligation of
kedoshim tehyu as a command to sanctify or elevate our otherwise mundane permitted activity.  The
Vilna Gaon on the halacha of shekol maasecha yhiyu l’shem shamaim (Shulchan Aruch 231) also
follows this interpretation.  In a similar vein the Mesillas Yesharim (Ch. 26) argues that separation
from sin or physicality is actually referred to as tahara - purity, not kedusha, and therefore explains
along the lines of the Korban Aharon that kedusha means to engage physicality and infuse it with
G-dliness.  It would seem that this definition of kedusha follows that of Tosafos (Kidushin 2b) who
interprets kedusha to mean designated not merely separated.

5. Many people assume that Avodas Hashem is limited to the Bais Medrash and other mitzvah fulfillment
and the rest of their waking hours are categorized as divrei reshus - niether mitzvah nor aveira.
However, according to the principal of kedusah as detailed in Shulchan Aruch (O.C. 231) with the
attitude of b’chol d’rachecha deayu - finding G-dliness in every single activity, it is actually possible to
spend every single moment of one’s life involved in Avodas Hashem. Perhaps this is the meaning of
“Kedoshim praise you at every moment”, since the lives Kedoshim are essentially one unbroken chain
of service to Hashem which is the greatest praise of all.
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In a direct and intimate fashion we again connect to Hashem by praising Him as the

source of all blessing. 
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Hashem Who is wholly separate, unique, and beyond our ken.  
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